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For nature of medication control the ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) had shown large
applications. Lately, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been use up. CNTs have amazingly
captivating physicochemical characters, as masterminded development with high point
extent, high mechanical strength, high electrical conductivity, in height heat conductivity,
great surface area and metallic or semi-metallic direct. For making bio and
electrochemical sensors the electron office moves amid the electro-dynamic kinds and
Keywords:
the offers of electrodes unprecedented assurance. The blend of these characterization
formulates CNTs uncommon substances through the possible for grouped applications.
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs);
In this research, shows to the various type of carbon nanotubes with ion selective
Ion-selective electrodes (ISEs);
electrodes for medication analysis.
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1.

Introduction

Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) are enormous particles of
unadulterated carbon that are long, slim and tube formed,
around 1-3 nm (1nm = 1billionth of a meter) in width, and
countless nanometer of nanometer long. As specific particles,
nanotubes are multiple times more grounded than steel and
one-6th of its weight. Some CNTs can be incredibly proficient
conveyor of power and warmth; contingent upon their setup,
some are go about as semiconductor. There are two crystalline
types of unadulterated carbon in nature, which are Diamond
and Graphite. Diamond. is the hardest one due the sp3
hybridization in which four bonds are coordinated towards the
sides of an ordinary tetrahedron. Furthermore, in graphite,
which appearances a hexagonal structure and faces the sp2
hybridization in which carbon iota is associated equitably to
three corners (1200) in xy plane. Round and hollow molded
CNTs are one of the allotropes of carbon, moderate between
fullerene enclosures and level graphene [1]. As well CNTs are
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new and intriguing individuals from the carbon electrode
family offering electronic characterizes and novel mechanical
got together with substance steadiness [2-4]. Up until now,
they have not been utilized broadly in electro scientific science
yet this is probably going to change sooner rather than later.
Carbon nanotubes are shaped to two designs: single-walled
(SWNT), MWNTs and multi-walled(MWNT) are made out of
shut graphene tubules and concentric, both with sheet of a
rolled-up graphene. An extent of breadths be able to made as
of a couple to around 30 nm. Most of the researches in this area
over the years has used MWNTs in light of the trouble in
creating stage unadulterated and situated SWNTs. A SWNT is
prepared by a solitary graphite sheet rolled consistently with a
measurement of 1-2 nm. SWNTs are typically planned in a
standard illustration of gatherings that involve tens to
numerous cylinders in contact with each other. Nanotubes can
be filled in a "spaghetti mesh-like" game-plan or in an
orchestrated show or organization [4]. As explores recorded
nanotubes can be produced by discharge of curve, removal of
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laser, and method: deposition of chemical vapor [4]. The
underlying two use a solid formal herald as the source of
carbon and remember vanishing for temperatures in heights
(degrees centigrade reach to thousands). These grounded
methods produce magnificent the structures of nanotube, even
with the incidental effects that are molded CVD uses source of
gas (hydrocarbon) and a molecule of metal catalyst for a "seed"
of nanotube improvement. Advancement by deposition of
chemical vapor happens in lesser temperatures (500-1000 0C)
than the round portion delivery or removal of laser strategies.
The availability of the driving force is a fundamental
development in the improvement of nanotube. Impulses have
been orchestrated as layers of thin metal, salt layers as a slight
metal, and dissipated nanoparticles [5]. Co, Fe, and their
blends with Mo are utilized as per catalytic agent. Together
MWNTs and SWNTs can be delivered by every one of the
three strategies. Extraordinary advancement has been made as
of late, especially using the CVD technique, delivering
SWNTs with flawlessness and high crystallinity. Can be
developed the carbon nanotubes on leading Si, , Pt, , Au and
glass. Three initial substrates are helpful to construction
nanotubes into electrodes of electrochemical. Three various
states nanotubes have been designed as an electrode of
electrochemical.

SWNTs on an electrode of glassy carbon [6]. It was refined by
scattering in N,N-dimethylformamide by weight 1 mg of
nanotubes, the response of electrochemical for this electrode,
regardless, comprises a responsibility equally the primary
support electrode and the nanotubes. Also, an discrete
nanotube or group can be made into a microelectrode. Crooks
and collaborators reported the electrochemical direct of a
single nanotube, associated with a main wire and secured with
polyphenol [7]. The use of this carbon kind in electro insightful
science is new so much that there isn't a bounty of composing
until now open on procedures of pretreatment and their
sufficiency. In Fig.1 shows the types of CNTs and the year of
finding their.
2.

Chemical Properties

The CNT surface ebb and flow, contrast with the graphene
sheet, causes the blending of the σ and π orbital to drives the
hybridization amid the orbitals and improves the chemical
reactivity. Carbon nanotube reactivity is straightforwardly
identified with the π-orbital befuddle brought about by an
expanded shape as the level of hybridization increases as the
measurement of a SWNT gets more modest Therefore, a
differentiation should be made between the sidewall and the
end covers of a nanotube. For a comparative clarification, a
humbler nanotube distance across achieves extended
reactivity. Covalent association of sub-nuclear species to
totally sp2-sustained carbon atoms on the nanotube sidewalls
winds up being problematic. Accordingly, nanotubes can be
considered as normally chemically inert [1].
2.1 Sensors of Electrochemical

Figure 1: Types of CNTs in nature and their particular year of finding.

As initially , nanotubes have been arranged into what might
measure up to an electrode of carbon paste by dispersing into
a pit of Teflon. Researchers establish that a blend of 40%
mineral oil and 60% nanotube conveyed an electrode with
great characters of electrochemical .Additional, the "spaghetti
mesh-like" strategy of nanotubes be able to actually joined to
a surface of electrode. Other researcher cast an association of

A substance sensor is a little tool that used to direct assessment
of the analysis of sample, such a tool is good for replying
continually with reversibly and doesn't trouble the sample.
Through solidifying the test sample managing also assessment
stages, sensors remove the necessity for test collection and
readiness. Sensors substance include a transduction segment
covered with layer of chemical recognition or a biological.
This layer teams up with the real analysis, and the variations
of chemical coming about due to this affiliation are interpreted
by the part of transduction into electrical signs. Sensors of
electrochemical indicate a significant subclass for sensors of
chemical wherein transduction segment of electrode is used.
Such tools keep firm on a primary footing mid sensors as of
now accessible, have shown up at the stage of business, and
have originate a colossal extent of critical applications in the
clinical topics, environmental, mechanical and agrarian
investigations. Various procedures for association for sensors
of electrochemical. One of them relies upon yield signal from
sensor of electrochemical. Thusly sensors of electrochemical
grouped to two significant groups: voltammetry sensors also
potentiometric.
Electrochemical sensors (ECS) have been demonstrated as a
cheap and basic scientific strategy with striking detection
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sensitivity, reproducibility, and simplicity of scaling down as
opposed to another methods of instrumental analysis. Then
CNTs have fascinating electrochemical characters, promoted
via the development of edge-plane-like graphite objections at
the CNT closes, it will in general be there used for
improvement of electrochemical sensors (CNT-ECS).
CNTECS show small limit of detection, in height sensitivity
and speedy reply because of the sign improvement given by in
height area of surface, small overvoltage, plus fast electrode
energy. Due to of meaning of CNTs and electrochemical
sensors as well as shows benefits and employments of CNTs
in sensors of electrochemical [8].
2.2 Potentiometric sensors
Ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) as a potentiometric sensor have
been the topic of consistent exploration endeavors. This
gathering of substance sensors depicted as direct in arranging,
strong in activity and modestly specific in scientific execution.
A few types of ISEs enhance standard tools in laboratories of
analytical [8]. Ideally, sensors of potentiometric recognize the
molecule development in the test sample which makes it an
astounding group of chemical sensors that might be very
beneficial in speciation readings or bioavailability. Nernst
Equation is consistently utilized to depict the preeminent
response of for example a cell:
EMF = K + (RT/ zIF) ln aI

(1)

EMF: is the power of electromotive, K is a reliable potential
responsibility that regularly fuses the liquid crossing point
potential at electrode as reference, aI: is the action of test for
the molecule I with charge z, and R, T, and F are the consistent
of gas, complete temperature, and steady of Faraday
consistent, separately [9]. Note that the activity of particle
effectually portrays the supposed free, or uncompleted,
assembly of the analytic, which is routinely the relevant
fundamental stimulus in biochemical or chemical responses.
Ion Selective Electrode has been usually utilized in numerous
kinds of research for significant long time. The membrane of
sensor for ISE can maybe choose explicit particle also wellknown as specific ion electrode. It demonstrates the activity of
particle (ion) which dissolved in solution and translates it into
an electrical potential. Four kinds of ISE: electrode of glass
membrane, electrode of gas sensing, electrode of solid state,
and electrode of liquid membrane. Liquid membrane electrode
is planned utilizing ion selective membrane as a essential piece
of the electrode. The benefits of utilizing liquid membrane are
because of its in height selectivity, useful and practical.
Additionally, molecular recognition as specific can be
accomplished with the guide of appropriate particle
transporters for the transference device [10].
2.3 Pharmaceutical analysis
Medication analysis should be accomplished during all method

for drug improvement (11-13), from the start period of mix,
itemizing, security testing and quality control to toxicological
and pharmacological assessments in creatures and individuals
in measure progression including preclinical and clinical
fundamentals (14,15). After association to patients, analytical
assessments are major for bioavailability testing and moreover
for surveying their reasonability and viability of the necessary
estimations of the required measurements of medication form
(16, 17).
Quantitative analysis of fixing content in drug definitions and
besides after application in human normal fluids is
unavoidable. While diverse scientific strategies have been
delivered for this point, electrochemical methodology have
been considered as delicate, basic working, capable and cost
employable strategies which can be rapidly and accurately
used for drug test (17). Appeared differently in relation to other
scientific methods, electrochemical affirmation has shown to
be exceptionally sensitive and reliable with less impedance
from non-electro- active species for the confirmation of wide
extent of medication subject matter experts (18, 19).
In the course of recent many years, electrochemical conduct of
medications, for example, lamotrigine naltrexone,
phenothiazine, paracetamol, theophylline, sumatriptan,
ascorbic corrosive, mercaptopurine, sumatriptan gabapentin,
benzodiazepines, tramadol and so on has been broadly
explored and an incredible pattern in drug analysis can be seen
for creating electrochemical sensors. Also, gifted medication
conveyance systems or implantable sensors for the quick
recognition of biomarker and the arrival of restorative
specialists on request can be planned dependent on these
sensors (20).
2.4 Carbon nanostructured based electrode modification
Electrochemical methods have been broadly utilized for both
each quantitative and qualitative analysis of inorganic and
organic composites. In electrochemistry, working electrode
surface assumes a significant part as the sensitivity and
selectivity of the estimations is profoundly relied upon its
characterizes. [21-22]. Different techniques have been used for
application electrode change via carbon nanostructures. By
and large, adjustment of electrode incorporates surface
alteration or bulk. In least complex strategy, suspension of
different kinds of carbon nanostructures is ready in an
appropriate inorganic or organic dissolvable like water,
dimethyl structure amide (DMF), or combination of them (23,
24). Then, at that point, the improved ampleness of this
suspension was drop projected on the electrode surface, on
which a meager layer of modifier is framed get-togethers
vaporization (23-25). Even however the activity of this
technique is exceptionally simple, the scattering of certain
materials irrelevant solvents is unimaginable. For instance,
solid cooperation between multi walled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs) upsets their scattering in any dissolvable.
Outstandingly, even in the wake of applying long time and
concentrated sonication for scattering them, the resulted
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suspension isn't steady and MWCNTs promptly precipitate
from the dissolvable. Different kinds of carbon based
nanostructures were utilized in electrode adjustment like multi
and single -walled carbon nanotubes (26-35), graphene oxide

S. No.
1

2

3

and decreased graphene oxide (36-40), graphene (41-44),
fullerenes (45), carbon nanoparticles (46-55), carbon black
(56-58). There are different electrodes were equipped relied
upon carbon nanotube for assessment drugs shown in Table 1.

Table1: Type of ion selective electrodes based on carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
Name of Electrodes
Characterization of electrodes
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes for
Linear concentrations =2.0 × 10-5 to 3.1 × 10-4 mol. L-1.
evaluation of tetracycline
Sensitivity =1.2 × 104 μA L mol-1.
Detection limit =3.6 × 10-7 mol. L-1.
%RSD = less than 6.0
Carbon Nanotube/Silicone Rubber for
Linear ranges= up to 7.0 m mol. L -1
determination of Propranolol
square wave voltammetry= 5.4 m mol. L-1
LODs = 0.12 and 0.078 mmol.L-1
Carbon Nanotubes
Limit of detection =1.52± 0.89 μM and 1.29 ± 0.48 μM
or Gold Nanoparticles
Sensitivity = 0.98 ± 0.41 μA μM-1 cm-2 and 1.43 ± 0.26 μA μM-1 cm-2

Ref.
59

60

61

4

Modified glassy carbon electrode of
calcium with Multiwall carbon nanotube

Linear range = 0.01 to 0.3 μg /Ml and 0.025 to 0.3 μg/mL
LOD = 0.005 μg/mL and 0.01 μg/mL .

62

5

Multi-Wall Carbon Nanotubes for
determination of various drugs

63

6

Multi-walled carbon nanotube with
glassy carbon electrode of atenolol
Carbon nanotube for determination of
tramadol

Linear range = 1.0 × 10-5-5.0×10-4 , 5.0 × 10-7-2.0×10-5, 2.0 × 10-6-1.0×10-5
and 2.0 × 10-7-6.0×10-5 mol. L—1.
Detection limit= 1.0 × 10-5, 5.0 × 10-7, 1.0 × 10-6, and 2.0 × 10-7 μg.mL-1.
r value= 0.9997 , 0.9995, 0.9997 and 0.9990.
Linear range = 3x10-5 μM and 9x10-2 Μm.
limit of detection = 7.67 x 10-5 mM and 2.5 x 10-4 mM
Linear range =5- 25 M
detection limit (LOD) = 0.776 μM.
R2=0.999
Linear range = 3.0×10-5 to 2.0×10-4 M
Detection limit =1.69×10-7 M
Detection limit= 250 nM ,350 nM and300 nM and 400 nM.
Linear range =3 μM to 200 μM & 3 μM–160 μM for paracetamol 3 μM–180
μM & 5 μM to 200 for dopamine
Linear range = 0.5 to 20.0 M
Detection limit(LOD) = 0.0845 M and LOQ of 0.282 M
Detection limit= 2.4 ×10-7 M
Limit of quantification= 8×10-7M

69

%Recovery= 98.4%
Detection and quantification limits =1.6 nM and 5.5 nM.
Linearly range =0.02 to 28 Μm
Sensitivity = 1.133 μA μM-1.
Detection limit = 0.0052 Μm
Linearly range= 1.0 × 10-7–1.0 × 10-2, 1.0 × 10-6–1.0×10-1
and 1.0 × 10-8–1.0 × 10-2 mol. L-1
Slope=56.36, 55.32, and 54.33 (mV/ decade)
Linearly range= 1.0x10-5 to 1.0x10-2M
%Mean recovery= 95.2 to 103.5%
%RSD = 0.2–0.8%.
Detection limit=1.52 to 21.26 μg/L,
limit of quantification = 1.52 to 20.36 μg/L
Nernstian slopes= 57.1 ± 0.4, 56 ± 0.5 and 58.8 ± 0.2 mV decade−1
Detection limits = 7.6 × 10−7, 1.58 × 10−6 and 8.7 × 10−8 mol. L−1
Quantification limits =2.5 × 10−6, 5.2 × 10−6 and 2.9 × 10−7 mol. L−1
Lifetime =20, 18, and 25 weeks for sensors
Nernstian slope = of 56 mV decade–1 within the IVR Linear range = 1.0 × 10–3
to 9.8 × 10–8 M
Detection limit= 630 to 98 nM

70

7

8
9

10

11

12
13

14

Multi-walled carbon nanotube paste
electrode of pentoxifylline
Nano sized material of cobalt ferrite
(np-CoFe2O4)
Multi walled carbon nanotube
(MWCNT) to Determination of
Amitriptyline Drug
Multi walled Carbon
Nanotubes for determination of
Antihyperlipidemic Simvastatin
Multi walled carbon nanotube electrode
with an entrapped nimesulide
Multi walled carbon nanotubes of an
antipyretic and analgesic drug
paracetamol
Carbon Nanotube for the Determination
of Tramadol Hydrochloride

15

Carbon Nanotubes Modified for
determination Selegiline Hydrochloride

16

MWCNTs/Fe-Co doped TNTs
nanocomposite of sulpiride

17

Fe2O3@MWCNTs for Ivabradine Drug
Determination

64
65

66
67

68

71

72

73

74

75
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3.

Conclusions

In the evolution of technology, the study field is increasing
exceptionally, while the studied object is reducing day by day.
Nanotechnology and nano science is next weapon which can
bring the great revolution in the history of technology.
Applications of CNTs are excellent if we avoid the toxic side.
Improvements in the previous few years have delineated the
possibly upsetting effect of nano materials, particularly in
biomedical imaging, drug conveyance, bio-detecting, and the
plan of practical nano composites, high surface of area to ratio
of volume allows us to fabricate more affordable for many
applications than other material.
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